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Introduction: Context
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Marine operations – autonomous or man-controlled – can be planned and
conducted in a safer and more efficient manner (“safer, greener and
smarter”...) if reliable as well as accurate estimates and forecasts of the
on-site sea state are available. Application areas, e.g.:

 Safety of ships in transit and marine operations: Structural integrity; damage/loss 
of cargo; crew/passenger (dis)comfort, weather window for operations ...

 Environmentally friendly shipping: Reduced exhaust emissions; improved fuel-
efficiency, vessel and fleet performance systems...

 Dynamic positioning: Better station-keeping capabilities, increased trust in 
operational windows, ...

 Overall reliability in wave/ocean statistics: Continuous improvement of wave-
scatter diagrams, better and/or more specific design of marine systems.
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conducted in a safer and more efficient manner (“safer, greener and
smarter”...) if reliable as well as accurate estimates and forecasts of the
on-site sea state are available. Application areas, e.g.:

 Safety of ships in transit and marine operations: Structural integrity; damage/loss 
of cargo; crew/passenger (dis)comfort, weather window for operations ...

 Environmentally friendly shipping: Reduced exhaust emissions; improved fuel-
efficiency, vessel and fleet performance systems...

 Dynamic positioning: Better station-keeping capabilities, increased trust in 
operational windows, ...

 Overall reliability in wave/ocean statistics: Continuous improvement of wave-
scatter diagrams, better and/or more specific design of marine systems.

 A sea state: Integrated wave parameters {Hs, Tp, µ} or the complete 
(directional) wave energy spectrum.



Introduction: One application example
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Concern for
• Sea sickness of passengers
• Loss of or damage on containers and cargo
• Structural damage from slamming or wave impacts
• Large roll motions; parametric roll
• Fatigue accumulation in the hull girder and other 
structural details
• ...

A few related papers:
o Brodtkorb et al. (2015)
o Montazeri et al. (2015a)
o Montazeri et al. (2015b)
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Monitoring and decision support system for safe and efficient ship operations:

... guidance with respect to the vessel’s speed and/or wave heading in a seaway. 
Objective is to reduce risk(s) associated to critical response levels and/or 
improve (fuel) efficiency.



Introduction: Prediction of responses
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•  For a ship advancing with constant speed and at a constant wave heading, guidance – that 
is, statistical predictions of the future – can, to some extent, be derived on the basis of trend 
analysis of the past recorded signals. (Assuming stationary conditions!)

•  However, to include the effect of changing operational parameters (speed, course, etc.),
information about the – changing – on‐site sea state is required for any type of response 
analysis.

Now

The future??

The future??
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Introduction: Sea state estimation (SSE)
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• Well‐known “typical” means to estimate sea states: wave rider buoys, satellite 
measurements, and wave radars.
 Classical wave rider buoys; any wave action makes the buoy

moving. 6-dof (3 translations and 3 rotations) “problem”
 Due to their fixed position, the information from wave buoys is

difficult to use (in particular on open ocean where the information is
scarce).

 Satellite measurements offer a paramount tool
for the statistical description and treatment of
ocean waves and sea states. However, presently
satellite measurements cannot be used in the
context of DSS. (Further developments are
needed...)

• Wave radar systems work on a continuous basis and at
the exact position of the vessel. Several studies report
good and reliable estimation of sea states, but reports on
the opposite also exist. Systems are somewhat expensive
and require careful calibration.
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Introduction: Sea state estimation, cont’d
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• For decision support systems, information about the sea state is needed on a
continuous basis and at the exact position of the moving vessel.

A ship as a wave 
buoy

Sensors:
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Frequency domain‐based SSE
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(1) Measurements
(2) Mathematical model to relate vessel responses and waves
Combination of (1) and (2) facilitates sea state estimation. In frequency
domain (2) introduces transfer functions (RAOs)

Input Input Output

Response calculations:
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The inverse process...
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(1) Measurements
(2) Mathematical model to relate vessel responses and waves
Combination of (1) and (2) facilitates sea state estimation. In frequency
domain (2) introduces transfer functions (RAOs)



Frequency domain‐based SSE, cont’d
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The inverse process...

(1) Measurements
(2) Mathematical model to relate vessel responses and waves
Combination of (1) and (2) facilitates sea state estimation. In frequency
domain (2) introduces transfer functions (RAOs)
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The inverse process...

(1) Measurements
(2) Mathematical model to relate vessel responses and waves
Combination of (1) and (2) facilitates sea state estimation. In frequency
domain (2) introduces transfer functions (RAOs)



Frequency domain‐based SSE, cont’d
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 Sea state estimation in frequency domain depends highly on the spectral
(response) analysis, by for instance fast Fourier transform (FFT) procedures, in
which aspects of (non)stationarity influence the outcome.

 In principle, stationary operational conditions are necessary because a
minimum time window, in the order 10-15 minutes, is needed to obtain reliable
results from the spectral analysis.

 In practice, conditions are not stationary because of a changing sea state
and/or, more likely, as a result of speed or heading changes of the vessel.

 Moreover, the use of RAOs implies a sea state estimate fundamentally
dependent on the accuracy of the RAOs.

 Altogether, the sea state estimate may be compromised!

 The “answer”: Sea state estimation in time domain, not depending
exclusively on transfer functions!



A new approach for SSE
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 Time domain-based sea state estimation, completely without dependency on
vessel transfer functions but considering measurements alone is not feasible
yet.

 ... but elaborate time domain procedures exist to estimate, real-time, the (peak)
frequency of the wave system (Belleter et al. 2015).

 The present approach is formulated directly in the time domain and
enables the wave elevation to be fully reconstructed. Thus, the method
estimates, stepwise, (peak) frequency and, respectively, wave amplitude
and phase; introducing RAOs for the estimation of amplitude and phase.

 So far only regular (sinusoidal) waves can be considered.

 The approach relies on rather simple theoretical aspects (Nielsen et al. 2015 +
2016)...
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Graphical diagram...
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“Input”:
Regular wave

“Output”:
Vessel response
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“Input”:
Regular wave

“Output”:
Vessel response

(specific to one batch of data...)

, 



A new approach for SSE
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Optimisation conducted for each 
batch of data; i.e. response 
amplitude and phase are fitted:



A new approach for SSE
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Fitting on a batch of data...



A new approach for SSE
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Fitting on a batch of data...



A new approach for SSE
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“Input”:
Regular wave

“Output”:
Vessel response

(specific to one batch of data...)

, 



Examples
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 Numerical simulations: Semi-submersible and Container ship

 Model-scale experiments: Cybership 3 in MC Lab at NTNU



Numerical simulations (1a)
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Example #1: Semi-sub at zero-forward speed
• Heave displacement for beam waves
• Wave frequency changes momentarily at t = 100 s (0.4 1.0 rad/s)
• In principle, the change resembles a change in vessel (forward) speed



Numerical simulations (1b)
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Example #1: Semi-sub at zero-forward speed
• Heave displacement for beam waves
• Constant wave frequency (0.6 rad/s) but linear change in wave amplitude 



Numerical simulations (1c)
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Example #1: Semi-sub at zero-forward speed
• Heave displacement for beam waves



Numerical simulations (2)
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Example #2: Container ship at zero-forward speed
• Heave displacement for bow-quartering waves



Model‐scale experiments: MC Lab
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Cybership 3 at zero-forward speed
i. Pitch angle in head waves
ii. Heave displacement in beam waves



Model‐scale experiments: MC Lab
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Reconstruction of wave elevation
i. Pitch angle in head waves
ii. Heave displacement in beam waves



Model‐scale experiments: MC Lab
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The reason....



Concluding remarks and further studies
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Main conclusions: 

o A new concept for shipboard sea state estimation directly in
the time domain has been developed;

o The approach is based on application of a frequency
estimator together with a fitting method. The combined
method allows, respectively,
 estimation of wave frequency solely based on a

measured response (signal)
 estimation of wave amplitude and phase using

information also about the vessel’s transfer functions;
o The approach is still far from applicable to real-world

situation, as it handles (only) the estimation of sea surface
elevation of a regular wave train.



Concluding remarks and further studies
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Further studies dedicated to: 

a. Verification of the presented results using model-scale
experiments with regular waves (more to come...);

b. Inclusion of forward speed;
c. Extension to consider summation of 2 regular waves as a

step to generalise the procedure to work for several wave
components, i.e. irregular waves. Possibly, the use of
several notch filters to estimate the individual wave
components within a summation of regular waves;

d. The combination of several responses simultaneously, e.g.,
{heave, roll, pitch}, could maybe be introduced to estimate
also (relative) wave heading.



Thank you!
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